BSNL CHENNAI TELEPHONES
Introduction of STV-247, Rationalization of STV998 & PV1999 under GSM prepaid mobile services

On the occasion of Holi, it is hereby conveyed that new STV 247 is introduced and STV
998 & PV 1999 are rationalized w.e.f 10.03.2020, in Chennai Telephones (including TN Circle)
under GSM prepaid mobile services, with the features and terms as detailed below:A. Introduction of new STV 247:MRP (in Rs)
STV Features
Validity in
Incl. Of
calendar days
GST
 Unlimited free voice calls in home and national roaming
including MTNL roaming area of Delhi and Mumbai {The FUP
condition of “Customer using more than 250 minutes
outgoing minutes [(Local + STD + outgoing roaming)(On30
STV-247
net/off-net) as per Unlimited recharge benefits] in a day will
be charged at base plan tariff, after consumption of 250
minutes for the rest of the day till midnight 0.00hrs”}
 Unlimited Data with speed reduced to 80 Kbps after 3GB/day
 Free 100SMS/day
Note:
 The voice/SMS benefits under this voucher cannot be used for outgoing calls/SMS to
premium numbers, IN numbers, international numbers and other chargeable short
codes; the subscriber will be charged applicable tariffs for the same. This voucher is
intended only for personal use of included services. BSNL reserves the right to
discontinue service immediately in case of misuse/fraudulent use/unauthorized
telemarketing and commercial use. Unutilized free benefits will be forfeited at the
expiry of current recharge of the plan.
 The STV 247 is available through CTOPUP, Self-care and web portal.
 Self care activation (SMS to 123) keyword is STV VOICE247.
B. Content Bundling with PV-1999:
Bundling of “EROS NOW Entertainment service” for two months with PV1999.
C. Rationalization of STV998:MRP (in Rs)
Incl. Of
GST

STV Features

Validity in
calendar days

Validity in calendar days
during Promo offer period
(10.03.2020 to 07.06.2020)

Unlimited Data speed reduced
240
270
STV-998* to 80kbps after 2GB/day + PRBT
for 2 months + Lokdhun content.
* For STV-998 extra 30 days validity (total validity 270 days) with normal freebies is to be given
for a promotional period of 90 days w.e.f 10.03.2020 to 07.06.2020. However, the Lokdhun
Content will be available for first 240 days only.
 All other terms and conditions remain the same.

